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PENELOPE 2 BOARD 

FINISHES

Naomi 13 Tight Headboard

Grafite Melamine Desk 

Penelope 2 Board is a vertically-opening queen-size wall bed with concealed
pistons and a patented soft-open/close mechanism. Featuring an integrated five-
foot desk, the unique pivoting mechanism allows the desk to remain level as the bed
opens, so items on the surface can stay in place even after the bed is open.
Can be sold without desk to make it a standard wall bed.

White Melamine Structure 



PENELOPE 2 BOARD 

FINISHES

Legno Noce Melamine Desk

Penelope 2 Board is a vertically-opening queen-size wall bed with concealed
pistons and a patented soft-open/close mechanism. Featuring an integrated five-
foot desk, the unique pivoting mechanism allows the desk to remain level as the bed
opens, so items on the surface can stay in place even after the bed is open.
Can be sold without desk to make it a standard wall bed.

Naomi 112 Tight Headboard

Perla Melamine Structure 

*Interior Back Panel: White Melamine



LGM TAVOLO 

FINISHES

LGM is a rotating wall bed with a queen-size bed, pull-out nightstands, and a full-
height bookshelf system providing 42 linear feet of shelving. The unique, patented
revolving mechanism allows items on the shelves to remain in place when the bed is
open. Optional 5 foot fold down table available on front.

White Melamine Structure &Shelves

Oak Sabbia Melamine Back Panel 

Naomi 112 Tight Headboard



LGM TAVOLO 

FINISHES

LGM is a rotating wall bed with a queen-size bed, pull-out nightstands, and a full-
height bookshelf system providing 42 linear feet of shelving. The unique, patented
revolving mechanism allows items on the shelves to remain in place when the bed is
open. Optional 5 foot fold down table available on front.

White Melamine Structure &Shelves

Naomi 213 Tight Headboard

Oak Moro Melamine Back Panel 



LGM TAVOLO - FLOOR MODEL 

FINISHES

Canapa Lacquer

LGM is a rotating wall bed with a queen-size bed, pull-out nightstands, and a full-
height bookshelf system providing 42 linear feet of shelving. The unique, patented
revolving mechanism allows items on the shelves to remain in place when the bed is
open. Optional 5 foot fold down table available on front.

Naomi 213 Tight Headboard

Side cabinet included



ULISSE DINING 
Ulisse is a vertically-opening wall bed system that combines a comfortable queen-
sized bed and a four-person dining table. With its easy-to-use opening and closing
mechanism, Ulisse seamlessly transforms your space from day to night. When the bed
its closed, the unit sits at just over one-foot in depth making it one of the most
compact wall beds available. 

FINISHES

White Melamine Structure 

Onice Lacquer Table 

Naomi 213 Sofa



ULISSE DINING 
Ulisse is a vertically-opening wall bed system that combines a comfortable queen-
sized bed and a four-person dining table. With its easy-to-use opening and closing
mechanism, Ulisse seamlessly transforms your space from day to night. When the bed
its closed, the unit sits at just over one-foot in depth making it one of the most
compact wall beds available. 

FINISHES

White Melamine Structure 

Naomi 213 Sofa

Oak Moro Melamine Table



PENELOPE 2 SOFA
Penelope Sofa is a vertically-opening queen-sized wall bed with an integrated two-
seat sofa. Transforming your space is effortless; remove the back cushions and lower
the front panel with help of concealed pistons and patented soft-open/close
mechanism to reveal a comfortable Italian mattress.  

FINISHES

White Melamine Structure 

Naomi 213 Tight Headboard

Naomi 213 Sofa



PENELOPE 2 SOFA NEXT
Penelope Sofa is a vertically-opening queen-sized wall bed with an integrated two-
seat sofa. Transforming your space is effortless; remove the back cushions and lower
the front panel with help of concealed pistons and patented soft-open/close
mechanism to reveal a comfortable Italian mattress.  

FINISHES

White Melamine Structure 

Naomi 112 Tight Headboard

Naomi 112 Sofa 

*Next Version: 2 Seat Cushions



ULISSE SOFA
Ulisse is a vertically-opening wall bed system with an integrated two-person sofa with
a queen bed. Remove the back cushions from the sofa to lower the bed and transform
your space. Ulisse Sofa is our most compact sofa wall bed. 

FINISHES

White Melamine Structure 

Naomi 213 Sofa



SWING 0 

FINISHES

Swing 0 is a freestanding, vertically-opening wall bed featuring a queen-size bed and
an integrated two-seat sofa with hidden, under-seat storage and loose back cushions. 

White Melamine Structure 

Naomi 213 Tight Headboard

Naomi 213 Sofa



SWING SECTIONAL

FINISHES

Swing Sectional is a vertically-opening wall bed with a queen bed and a nine-foot
sofa with retractable chaise, allowing you to create an L-shaped or straight sofa
configurationn as desired. Swing features an extruded aluminum bed base with an
integrated cable-assist mechanism, hidden under-seat storage, and ten linear feet of
shelving. 

White Melamine Structure 

Naomi 112 Tight Headboard

Naomi 112 Sofa 



BOISERIE 540
The Boiserie Shelving system was designed to coordinate seamlessly with our wall bed
systems and other storage solutions, providing additional storage and an integrated,
polished look.

OPTIONS

White Melamine Shelves 

Rovere Sabia Melamine Panel

White Melamine Shelves 
Onice Lacquer Panel

Lego Noce Melamine Panel

White Melamine Shelves 

Lego Noce Melamine Panel

Perla Melamine Shelves 



WALLY 

FINISHES

With a light touch, Wally releases from its upright position and lowers down to function
as a dining table or work station. Simply lift Wally up when not in use to clear way for
other activities. Inner shelving provides extra storage.  

White Melamine 



540 CABINET RH
Single door closet system featuring adjustable interior shelving, lower drawer space
and an open nightstand-height element.

FINISHES

White Melamine Structure 

Handle



540 CABINET DEEP RH
Single door closet system featuring deep hanging clothes storage, lower drawer space
and an open nightstand-height element. 

FINISHES

White Melamine Structure 

Handle



540 CABINET DEEP LH
Single door closet system featuring deep hanging clothes storage, lower drawer space
and an open nightstand-height element. 

FINISHES

White Melamine Structure 

Handle



MEDIA UNIT - FLOOR MODEL
Truly luxurious media centre designed to be freestanding. With ample storage and
cable management in drawers, concealed speakers, drop down led illuminated mirror
clad bar cabinet, this system is truly one of a kind.

FINISHES

Smoked Oak

Tortora Lacquer

DIMENSIONS
124" Wide
60" High



PIANO - FLOOR MODEL
Piano is a stylish wall-mounted hanger that adds flair to your space, captivating guests
whether it's in use or not. Its versatility knows no bounds: effortlessly elevate your
hallway by organizing accessories or transform your living area into a showcase by
displaying your prized wine collection.

FINISHES

Oak



PIANO - FLOOR MODEL
Piano is a stylish wall-mounted hanger that adds flair to your space, captivating guests
whether it's in use or not. Its versatility knows no bounds: effortlessly elevate your
hallway by organizing accessories or transform your living area into a showcase by
displaying your prized wine collection.

FINISHES

Black Oak



WAM SIDE TABLE - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

Light, slender, and dynamic, the WAM Table is both elegant and handy. This matte
black metal side table. pairs well with any sofa, lounge chair, or ottoman.

Black Metal



HEX SIDE TABLE - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

The Hex Table, in an iconic hexagonal shape and finished with a glossy lacquered top,
plays with unique forms for a stunning effect. This multifunctional coffee or side table
consists of various pieces of different heights that allow for numerous compositions. 

Bases

DIMENSIONS
16" Wide x 18" High

16" Wide x 14" High

16" Wide x 10" High

Tops



NESTING TABLES - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

Crafted of saddle leather and chromed tubular steel, these nesting tables are a stylish
and functional addition to your living space.

Black Leather Tabletops

Chrome Legs

DIMENSIONS
14" Wide x 23" High

15.5" Wide x 22" High

17" Wide x 21" High



SOLEIL - FLOOR MODEL 
The Soleil's ingenious transformation is at your fingertips. Concealed beneath the
tabletop, a discreet lever unveils its remarkable capabilities. With a self-storing leaf
and an innovative mechanism, this table gracefully alters both in height and diameter,
seamlessly accommodating up to six people with ease.

FINISHES

Ceramic Top

White Metal Base



CRISTALLO - FLOOR MODEL 
TThis modern coffee-to-dining table is perfect for dual-function spaces with its ability
to adjust in both height and length, and hidden wheels for easy maneuvering. The table
opens from a central seam and reveals two self-storing leaves, capable of seating up
to eight people when fully expanded.

FINISHES

White Top

Chrome Base



A3 CONSOLE 

FINISHES

Transform your dining experience with the A3 Console. With its self-storing leaves and
telescopic extending mechanism, this table has a flexible design ideal for both
everyday use and entertaining. When fully extended you can seat 14 people
comfortably — just extend the table from one end when you need the extra space, and
return the leaves into the internal storage compartment when you're finished dining.

W10 Canaletto Walnut 



PLURIMO DINING - FLOOR MODEL 

FINISHES

Plurimo is an exceptional dining table that redefines grandeur with its expandable
design, setting the stage for an exquisite dining experience. Expanding in both width
and length through a seamless telescopic mechanism and ingeniously stored butterfly
leaves.

Canaletto Walnut



POCKET CHAIR 

FINISHES

The Pocket Chair is named for its pocket-sized dimensions. This compact, functional
chair is classic in design and folds to be just 3/4" deep. 

T-L4 White Lacquered Ash

M6 White Frame 



POCKET CHAIR 

FINISHES

The Pocket Chair is named for its pocket-sized dimensions. This compact, functional
chair is classic in design and folds to be just 3/4" deep. 

T-L4 White Lacquered Ash

AL2 Satin Aluminum Frame



POCKET CHAIR 

FINISHES

The Pocket Chair is named for its pocket-sized dimensions. This compact, functional
chair is classic in design and folds to be just 3/4" deep. 

T-L5 Black Lacquered Ash

M7 Black Frame



POCKET CHAIR 

FINISHES

The Pocket Chair is named for its pocket-sized dimensions. This compact, functional
chair is classic in design and folds to be just 3/4" deep. 

T-L6 Grey Lacquered Ash

AL2 Satin Aluminum Frame



POCKET CHAIR 

FINISHES

The Pocket Chair is named for its pocket-sized dimensions. This compact, functional
chair is classic in design and folds to be just 3/4" deep. 

Grey

AL2 Satin Aluminum Frame



ACCENT CHAIRS - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

This petite chair features a sleek design adorned with subtle curves and elegant Italian
leather upholstery. Its compact size makes it an ideal addition to cozy corners or as a
statement piece in a larger room. Whether used as a reading nook companion or a
stylish accent to your decor, this chair effortlessly combines functionality with timeless
beauty.

Black Leather
20.5" W 
16" H (seat)
29.5" H (back)
24" D

DIMENSIONS



FLOWER CHAIR - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

The Flower Glider Lounge Chair features a unique sliding mechanism that gently glides
front-to-back. Soft leather upholstery subtly enhanced with custom-stitched seams is a
stunning example of the latest in Italian design.

Nappalin Vintage Leather

DIMENSIONS

34" W 
15" H (seat)
32" H (back)
30" D



RUMBA CHAIR - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

The epitome of contemporary style and functionality, defined by its unique three-
legged design. Its effortless mobility makes it an ideal companion for smaller spaces or
snug corners, effortlessly blending form and function.

Bruno Leather

Smoke Chrome Legs



WAM CHAIR - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

The Wam Lounge Chair stands as a testament to sophisticated design, boasting clean
lines and an intriguing silhouette. Its defining feature lies in the interlocking upholstered
shells, artfully crafted to gently curve around the back, providing an extra layer of
comfort that envelops you.

Fabric - Col. Gravier

Fabric - Col. Noir



CASCADE - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

Whether you're seeking a cozy reading nook or a comfortable spot to watch your
favourite show, the Cascade recliner offers premium comfort and style.

Cognac Leather

Brushed Aluminum



TUCROMA CHAIR - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

Upholstered seat and back cushions sit atop a tubular steel frame for an extraordinarily
comfortable seating experience. The back of the Tucroma features hand-tied saddle
leather straps in matching leather.

Burnt Sienna Leather

Chrome



BELLA CHAIR - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

The light and playful design of the Bella Lounge chair brings an artful sophistication to
any space. The unique laser-cut leather provides flexible comfort and strong support,
offering breathability and freshness even on the hottest summer days.

Ash Grey Hide

Chrome

DIMENSIONS

26" W 
18" H (seat)
32.5" H (back)
20" D



TANGO CHAIRS - FLOOR MODEL

FINISHES

Sink into the Tango Chair, designed for ultimate comfort and relaxation. With its
generous proportions and comfy upholstery, its perfect for curling up with a book or
simply unwinding after a long day - a must-have addition to any living space.

Grey Fabric

DIMENSIONS

42" W 
15" H (seat)
33" H (back
44" D



FLEX SOFA - FLOOR MODEL 
Revamp your living room with the award-winning Flex sofa, a modular sofa that
reinvents conventionality. This infinitely configurable sofa features innovative mobile
backrest cushions that can be effortlessly rearranged to fit your needs.

FINISHES

Kassal 59

DIMENSIONS

Rectangle Piece
88-5/8" L
49-1/4" D
17-3/4" H



COSY SOFA - FLOOR MODEL 
The Cosy modular sectional effortlessly combines comfort and elegance. Its deep,
plush seats, adjustable armrests, and backrests, and floating cast metal base create a
simple yet stunning design. With a variety of seats, backrests, cushions, and
coordinating lounge chairs and ottomans to choose from, you can create a custom
configuration that suits your needs.

FINISHES

Graf 1 - Cat. D

DIMENSIONS

90" W 
15" H (seat)
29.5" H (back)
34" D
65" L (chaise)


